Performing any measurement on watercraft is connected with many additional difficulties caused by the sea-environment. The most important is the problem of spatial stabilization of measurement systems, which are usually fastened to craft body. As soon as usually these measurement are executed during the move of the craft additional question is the accuracy of execution the planed trajectory.
General information
Seas and oceans are covering 3/4 of the globe surface, however they are still insufficiently examined regardless of this how intense we use their in our everyday life.
A reason of this state are difficulties, on which we meet when performing such measurement. Except many technical reasons we are talking about difficulties of moving the ship along the planned trajectory, and also about problems which are a consequence of waved surface of the sea. Let us notice that each parameters of the movement which is talked about mean the vector of the movement of the ship when is treated as kinematic point. However do not mean his spatial orientation. In many cases, especially when it moves slowly, ship is oriented in different direction (Heading -HDG) than its vector of movement (Course Over Ground -COG) (see fig.  1 ).
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We can   a From will co domain groups Movem on SBE Felski, A. et al.: The problem In recent years image recognition and its use as a primary source of information about the environment is the subject of numerous studies especially in the field of photogrammetry and robotics -interdisciplinary field of knowledge, acting on the contact mechanics, automation, electronics, cybernetics and computer science. Doubtless this is the result of the development of the technology of cheap Charge Coupled Device (CCD) cameras. For Navigation particularly noteworthy are studies on active visual information analysis and examination of the use of omnidirectional camera for positioning. Simultaneously is driven works over the measurement of angles of watercraft inclination basing on the camera CCD image.
S
It was mentioned before, that usually the value of pitching and rolling angles is measured using accelerometer methods. Research effected in PNA showed that cameras CCD attributes will permit to build the suitable system. This system should detect edges on the camera picture, however if the noise is extracted before. The presented method is the new one and can be alternative in the future with relation to methods used nowadays.
The system consists of measuring unit (formed by two video cameras) and video processing one (formed by PC computer with the dedicated software). For proper work the system should be placed on the vessel in such manner, that optical axes of cameras should be located in vessel's construction planes (symmetry plane and midship one) and they should be directed to the horizontal line. In the prototype application two models of processing the picture have been used. Extracting of noise from the picture is carried out using modified version of the Gauss' filter (Naus & Makar, 2005) . Detection of edges is carried out using the differential (gradient) method, which works on the basis of the vertical component of the picture (value of the particle derivate). Determination of the value of the gradient only in this direction has been done for elimination vertical edges and emphasis horizontal one (or nearly horizontal), among of witch the horizontal edge was located.
Determination of the direction of the horizontal line is obteined in folloowing steps:
 Searching in the processed picture the set pixels, which create the line and which sum of values is the highest;  On the basis of them, the angle between the found line and the horizontal edge is determined.
For the stern camera the angle fulfills rolling and for the beam camera the angle fulfills pitching of the vessel. 
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